
Dear Patients, 

 

Our team regards your health and the health of our staff as vitally important.  In light of the 

COVID-19 outbreak, you should know that few environments world-wide would compare with 

the cleanliness of our dental office. 

   

● For eighteen years our office has used industrial strength negative ion generators to 

remove environmental toxins. 

● For twelve years medical grade ozone generators have been utilized which elevate 

ambient ozone levels in our office serving to neutralize viral, bacterial, fungal and other 

environmental toxins.   

● All surfaces in treatment rooms are cleaned with microbicidal wipes. 

● The entire office is professionally cleaned after each workday. 

● All water used by our patients to irrigate and rinse is distilled and ozonated. 

 

You and our staff members are welcome to our office during this COVID-19 outbreak unless you 

have been exposed to the virus, or you have flu-like symptoms.  There are no recorded COVID-

19 patients in our county and our doctors and compassionate staff are robustly healthy. In 

addition, at no other time in recent history has it been easier to schedule an appointment at 

Nunnally, Freeman and Owens, since most of our patients from foreign countries are banned 

from travel.  Nunnally, Freeman and Owens operates out of a deep reliance on science and a 

fervent reverence for God. God did not give us a spirit of fear, but rather a spirit of power, love 

and sound mind. 2 Timothy 1:7 

                                                                                                                        

 We make the following recommendations: 

 

1. Stay well hydrated. 

2. Get exercise, sunlight and fresh air. 

3. Avoid large crowds and areas of COVID-19 infection. 

4. Take 3 grams of vitamin C daily. 

5. Give your autonomic nervous system a break by limiting your exposure to hyped-up 

media reports. 

6. Remember that the best way to avoid mass panic is not to panic. 

 

Should we at any moment believe it has become unsafe for you or our staff to enter the doors of 

Nunnally, Freeman and Owens, you will be notified immediately.  For now, know that our entire 

staff gathers each morning to pray for our patients and we look forward to seeing you soon. 

 

Warm Regards, 

 

Stuart Nunnally, DDS   Candice Owens, DDS 

Lane Freeman, DDS   Rich Dorsey, DDS 

 

 




